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GRADE 7 MATH LEARNING GUIDE 

 

Lesson 18: Constants, Variables and Algebraic Expressions 

Prerequisite Concepts: Real Number Properties and Operations 

About the Lesson:   

This lesson is an introduction to the concept of constants, unknowns and variables and algebraic 

expressions.  Familiarity with this concept is necessary in laying a good foundation for Algebra and in 

understanding and translating mathematical phrases and sentences, solving equations and algebraic word 

problems as well as in grasping the concept of functions. 

 

Objectives: 

At the end of the lesson, you should be able to: 

1. Differentiate between constants and variables in a given algebraic expression 

2. Evaluate algebraic expressions for given values of the variables 

 

Lesson Proper 

I. Activity 
 A. Instructions: Complete the table below according to the pattern you see. 

 
TABLE A 

ROW 1ST TERM 2ND TERM 

a. 1 5 

b. 2 6 

c. 3 7 

d. 4  

e. 5  

f. 6  

g. 59  

h. Any number n  

 

 B.  Using Table A as your basis, answer the following questions: 

1.  What did you do to determine the 2
nd

 term for rows d to f? 

2.  What did you do to determine the 2
nd

 term for row g? 

3.  How did you come up with your answer in row h? 

4. What is the relation between the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 terms? 

5.  Express the relation of the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 terms in a mathematical sentence. 

 

II. Questions to Ponder (Post-Activity Discussion) 

A. The 2
nd

 terms for rows d to f are 8, 9 and 10, respectively. The 2
nd

 term in row g is 63.  The 2
nd 

term 

in row h is the sum of a given number n and 4. 

B.  

1. One way of determining the 2
nd

 terms for rows d to f is to add 1 to the 2
nd

 term of the preceding 

row (e.g  7 + 1 = 8). Another way to determine the 2
nd

 term would be to add 4 to its 

corresponding 1
st
 term (e.g.  4 + 4 = 8).  

2. Since from row f, the first term is 6, and from 6 you add 53 to get 59, to get the 2
nd

 term of row 

g, 10 + 53 = 63.  Of course, you could have simply added 4 to 59.  

3. The answer in row h is determined by adding 4 to n, which represents any number. 

4. The 2
nd

 term is the sum of the 1
st
 term and 4. 
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5. To answer this item better, we need to be introduced to Algebra first. 

 

Algebra 

We need to learn a new language to answer item 5.  The name of this language is Algebra. You 

must have heard about it. However, Algebra is not entirely a new language to you.  In fact, you have 

been using its applications and some of the terms used for a long time already.  You just need to see it 

from a different perspective. 

Algebra comes from the Arabic word, al-jabr (which means restoration), which in turn was part 

of the title of a mathematical book written around the 820 AD by Arab mathematician, Muhammad ibn 

Musa al-Khwarizmi.  While this book is widely considered to have laid the foundation of modern 

Algebra, history shows that ancient Babylonian, Greek, Chinese and Indian mathematicians were 

discussing and using algebra a long time before this book was published. 

Once you’ve learned this new language, you’ll begin to appreciate how powerful it is and how its 

applications have drastically improved our way of life.   

 

III. Activity 

Instructions: How do you understand the following symbols and expressions? 

SYMBOLS / 

EXPRESSIONS 

MEANING 

1. x  

2. 2 + 3  

3.  =  

 

IV. Questions to Ponder (Post-Activity Discussion) 

Let us answer the questions in the previous activity: 

1.  You might have thought of x as the multiplication sign.  From here on, x will be considered a symbol 

that stands for any value or number. 

2. You probably thought of 2 + 3 as equal to 5 and must have written the number 5. Another way to 

think of 2 + 3 is to read it as the sum of 2 and 3. 

3.  You must have thought, “Alright, what am I supposed to compute?”  The sign “=” may be called the 

equal sign by most people but may be interpreted as a command to carry out an operation or operations.  

However, the equal sign is also a symbol for the relation between the expressions on its left and right 

sides, much like the less than “<” and greater than “>” signs. 

 

The Language Of Algebra 

 The following are important terms to remember. 

a. constant – a constant is a number on its own. For example, 1 or 127; 

b. variable – a variable is a symbol, usually letters, which represent a value or a number. For 

example,  a or x.  In truth, you have been dealing with variables since pre-school in the form of 

squares ( ), blank lines (___) or other symbols used to represent the unknowns in some 

mathematical sentences or phrases; 

c. term – a term is a constant or a variable or constants and variables multiplied together. For 

example, 4, xy or 8yz.  The term’s number part is called the numerical coefficient while the 

variable or variables is/are called the literal coefficient/s.  For the term 8yz, the numerical 

coefficient is 8 and the literal coefficients are yz; 
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d. expression – an Algebraic expression is a group of terms separated by the plus or minus 

sign. For example, x – 2 or 4x + ½y – 45 

 

Problem: Which of the following is/are equal to 5? 

  a. 2 + 3 b. 6 – 1 c. 
10

/2  d. 1+4   e. all of these 

   

Discussion: The answer is e since 2 + 3, 6 – 1, 
10

/2  and 1 + 4 are all equal to 5. 

 

Notation 

 Since the letter x is now used as a variable in Algebra, it would not only be funny but confusing as 

well to still use x as a multiplication symbol.  Imagine writing the product of 4 and a value x as 4xx!  

Thus, Algebra simplifies multiplication of constants and variables by just writing them down beside 

each other or by separating them using only parentheses or the symbol “ ” .  For example, the product 

of 4 and the value x (often read as four x) may be expressed as 4x, 4(x) or 4x.  Furthermore, division is 

more often expressed in fraction form. The division sign ÷ is now seldom used.   

 

Problem: Which of the following equations is true? 

 a. 12 + 5 = 17 

 b. 8 + 9 = 12 + 5 

 c. 6 + 11 = 3(4 + 1) + 2 

 

Discussion: All of the equations are true. In each of the equations, both sides of the equal sign give the 

same number though expressed in different forms. In a) 17 is the same as the sum of 12 and 5. In b) the 

sum of 8 and 9 is 17 thus it is equal to the sum of 12 and 5. In c) the sum of 6 and 11 is equal to the sum 

of 2 and the product of 3 and the sum of 4 and 1. 

 

On Letters and Variables 

Problem: Let x be any real number. Find the value of the expression 3x (the product of 3 and x, 

remember?) if 

 a) x = 5  b) x = 
1
/2 c) x = -0.25 

 

Discussion:  The expression 3x means multiply 3 by any real number x. Therefore, 

   a) If x = 5, then 3x = 3(5) = 15. 

   b) If x = 
1
/2 , then 3x = 3(

1
/2) = 

3
/2 

   c) If x = -0.25, then 3x = 3(-0.25) = -0.75 

 

The letters such as x, y, n, etc. do not always have specific values assigned to them. When that is the 

case, simply think of each of them as any number. Thus, they can be added (x + y), subtracted (x – y), 

multiplied (xy), and divided (
x
/y) like any real number. 

 

Problem: Recall the formula for finding the perimeter of a rectangle, P = 2L + 2W. This means you take 

the sum of twice the length and twice the width of the rectangle to get the perimeter. Suppose the length 

of a rectangle is 6.2 cm and the width is 
1
/8 cm. What is the perimeter? 

 

Discussion: Let L = 6.2 cm and W = 
1
/8 cm. Then, 

   P = 2(6.2) + 2(
1
/8) = 12.4 + ¼ = 12.65 cm 
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V. Exercises: 

1.  Which of the following is considered a constant? 

a. f   b.    c. 500   d. 42x 

2. Which of the following is a term? 

a. 23m + 5  b. (2)(6x)   c. x – y + 2  d. ½ x – y 

3. Which of the following is equal to the product of 27 and 2? 

    a. 29   b. 49 + 6  c. 60 – 6  d. 11(5) 

4. Which of the following makes the sentence 69 – 3 = ___ + 2 true? 

   a. 33   b. 64   c. 66   d. 68 

5.  Let y = 2x + 9. What is y when x = 5? 

   a. 118  b. 34   c. 28   d. 19 

 

Let us now answer item B.5. of the initial problem using Algebra: 

1. The relation of the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 terms of Table A is “the 2

nd
 term is the sum of the 1

st
 term and 4”.  

To express this using an algebraic expression, we use the letters n and y as the variables to 

represent the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 terms, respectively.  Thus, if x represents the 1

st
 term and y represents 

the 2
nd

 term, then  

    y = n + 4. 

 

 

FINAL PROBLEM: 

A. Fill the table below: 

TABLE B 

ROW 1
ST

 TERM 2
ND

 TERM 

a. 10 23 

b. 11 25 

c. 12 27 

d. 13  

e. 15  

f. 18  

g. 37  

h. n  

B.  Using Table B as your basis, answer the following questions: 

1.  What did you do to determine the 2
nd

 term for rows d to f? 

2.  What did you do to determine the 2
nd

 term for row g? 

3.  How did you come up with your answer in row h? 

4. What is the relation between the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 terms? 

5.  Express the relation of the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 terms using an algebraic expression. 

 

Summary 

 In this lesson, you learned about constants, letters and variables, and algebraic expressions. You 

learned that the equal sign means more than getting an answer to an operation; it just means that 

expressions on either side have equal values. You also learned how to evaluate algebraic expressions 

when values are assigned to letters. 

 

 


